[Objectivity of therapeutic results following skull base surgery using virtual model analysis].
Virtual model analysis of patient head tracking allows for objectivity and the monitoring of therapeutic results of pathologies in the skull base region. The introduction of these models in clinical routine has been impaired by the extended time needed for the preparation of radiological data. Quality control analysis was carried out for seven cases with different pathological findings in the skull base region in patients who had undergone virtual model analysis. Preparation time of radiological data for the process of segmentation required, under optimal conditions, a minimum of 30 min. Virtual model analysis enables spatial visualization of regions of interest and adjacent anatomical structures. This improves case-specific pathoanatomical understanding as well as preoperative planning of surgical strategies. Virtual model analysis improves the physician's spatial comprehension of localized pathological findings at the dysmorphic interface of bone and soft tissue across the skull base. Therefore, it seems to be an adequate tool for quality control analysis of therapeutic results after extended skull base surgery.